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Material List / Budget 
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ABS PIPES             
Wall & 
Details      $494.02 
       

STEEL             

Table & Seating     $406.45 
       

LIGHTING             

Flashlights & Batteries     $157.76 
       

TRANSPORTATION           

U-Haul      $114.60 

Gas      $22.64 
       

LUMBER             

Table & Benches     $132.12 

Aged Wood      Free 
       

ENCLOSURES             

Canopy & Stools     $27.14 

Tarp      $18.75 
       

DISHWARE             

Dishes & Cutlary     $127.56 
       

OTHERS             

Generator Rental     $152.75 
       

CONCRETE             
Table 
Support      $54.45 
       
FOOD & 
PREP             

      $206.90 
       

HARDWARE             

Fasterners      $123.02 
       

PAINTS & FINISHES           

Stain & Paint      $26.43 

       

TOTAL      $2,064.59 
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Design Process 
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Construction Process 
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Final Design 
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Drawing Appendix 
 
ISO1  Table 
 
ISO2  Bench – Side B 
 
ISO3 Table – Side B 
 
ISO4 Grill 
 
ISO5 Table – Side A 
 
ISO6 Bench – Side A 
 
ISO7 Canopy 
 
ISO8 Pier 
 
A01 Table – Partial Plan 
 
A02 Table – Partial Section, Elevation 
 
A03 Table – Section, Plan, Elevation 
 
A04 Table – Manufacturing Drawing 
 
A05 Grill- Manufacturing Drawing 
 
A06 Bench – Manufacturing Drawing 
 
A07 Tray – Manufacturing Drawing 
 
A08 Seating - Manufacturing Drawing 
 
A09 Canopy - Manufacturing Drawing 
 
A10 Seating - Manufacturing Drawing 
 
A11 Plate - Manufacturing Drawing 
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Removal Process 
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Self-Diagnostic 
  

The sound of a train passing overhead is generally unpleasant.  The 

constant interruption can drive one beyond sanity.  Yet it was this interruption, 

imposed on our site by the convenience of light rail transit that sprung interest 

and further investigation.  Interruption in our case did not stop at the ear.  

Later having experienced the site more intimately, we became aware that all 

of our senses were affected the same way.  The train and its supporting 

structure cause a disruption of every constant along the length of the river.  

Whether it is the interruption of sound, circulation, light or visual rhythm, our 

intent was to capture these breaks in our pavilion.  The overall form, 

construction methods, technical detailing and cuisine were successful in this.  

However, our concept did not fully bloom due to the choreography of the 

circulation, lighting, and final details.  

 Our pavilions choreography was designed to highlight the interruptive 

force of the pier.  The intent for our circulation was to have a defined entrance 

and path around the pier, narrowing our guests into a major transition point.  

Many noticeable changes in sensory experiences occur here.  Stepping around 

the pier, one immediately experiences the light, colour, sounds, and smells of 

our pavilion and its site.  However, the interruptive force of the pier cannot be 

fully experienced without the initial compression and the eventual release of 

space.  While such a sequence was constructed, the desired moment was not, 

simply due to a lack of light.  So while compression did exist, it was invisible 
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and ineffective in emphasizing the effects of pier.  Because the changing 

conditions from one side of the pier to the other went unnoticed, the idea of 

interruption was compromised.  That is not to say that interruption was lost 

altogether, but rather we lost an opportunity to strengthen the design.  

 The formal quality of our pavilion and its emphasis on interruption were 

also compromised due to lighting.  Because the O-train causes a break in every 

aspect of the site, our intention was to interrupt the form of our pavilion 

directly.  We generated this break by abruptly terminating our material walls 

under the shadow of the tracks.  This formal interruption could have been 

accentuated through clever use of light: where our material walls end, walls of 

light begin.  Instead of the interruption reading as a void, light would have 

transformed the interruption into an experience. This is an experience that 

becomes an essential link between two forms that was ultimately unrealized.   

 While light can not single handedly create a space, it is a priority for 

experiencing a space to its fullest.  Even though we have four other senses with 

which to take in our surroundings, sight is often the one most relied on.  Solely 

experiencing space through sound, smell, touch, or even taste is unfamiliar and 

something is bound to be lost in translation.  The use of proper lighting would 

have visually strengthened our concept and made it more readable. Like wood 

and pipe, lighting was thought about and conceived as a material.  Where any 

two materials meet a detail exists. Light made its way into these details on 

paper. Where pipe met wood in realization, light should have as well. 

 
















